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water during their lifetime* " After us the flood/' they
say, and intimate cynically that it will not inconvenience
them*
Hence the endeavours—successful, most of them—to
divert the mass-mind from cogitation which might lead
to changes by offering it agreeable substitutes for con-
structive thought* The: crossword puzzle, for instance,
has been very serviceable. Even The Times has put aside
its dignity and fallen for it (which may have lessened
the shock'to old readers when they saw a first leader de-
voted to tthe rules of Contract Bridge)* The crossword-
puzzle mania is a bull point for philosophers like the
celebrated Dutch Professor Huizinga, who maintains that
folly is greater in this than in any precedent age*
Poring over the definitions intended to mislead is not an
entirely imbecile occupation* There arises even a sense
of intellectual superiority when the spaces are filled up*
It is in the nature of a lightning conductor to carry the
over-weighted mind of the intellectual and the sharpened
intelligence of the masses (the outcome of schools for
all) to a safe " earth," instead of letting it flicker among
ideas that would be dangerous to rulers*
Here also is the motive—sub-conscious it may be but
unmistakable—for so vast an amount of space being given
by the Press to sport. If the answer is made that the
public wants it, I retort that the public has been taught
to want it by the newspapers*
Let me offer proof of this* For many years before
lawn tennis became prominent in the Press there was
excellent championship play at Wimbledon and in
tournaments both English and foreign—better play, some
old stagers assert, than is to be seen now* Nobody wanted
the long reports of it, many of them written by players
themselves, the gossip about them, the interviews, the

